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Luxury brands have an opportunity to appeal to an increasingly relevant group of
consumers known as the HENRYs, or High-Earners-Not-Yet-Rich, who have more spending
power than the middle class and may eventually become wealthy in the future, according
to a new report by Unity Marketing.

As middle-class consumers lose discretionary spending power, and the gap between the
rich and poor widens, it is  increasingly important for brands to focus marketing strategies
on the HENRYs. HENRYs are the new face of the mass-market consumer, and brands that
are able to appeal to them will gain an edge over competitors in the luxury market.

“In words of Rodney Dangerfield, HENRYs ‘get no respect’ when it comes to many luxury
brands,” said Pam Danziger, president of Unity Marketing, Stephens, PA. “True, HENRYs
(household income $100k-$249.9k) have significantly less discretionary spending
potential than the ultra-affluents (household income $250k+) and HNW (net worth $1
million or more) or UHNW (net worth $30 million+), but the HENRYs are the gateway
demographic through which most of those who reach ultra-affluent, HNW and UHNW
status move through.
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“My advice for luxury brands: Ignore HENRYs at your own risk.”

Stuck in the middle
The HENRYs are defined as consumers from households with incomes between 100k and
250k. They exist between the middle class, which are defined as those with incomes
between $50,000 and $99,900, and the wealthy, which earn more than $250,000 or have a
net worth of more than $1 million.

Brands in many industries can target marketing to HENRYs

For luxury brands, HENRYs are important because they represent future ultra-affluent and
wealthy consumers. By establishing a personal connection with these individuals, brands
can guarantee that they will continue to make purchases when their income increases.

"No one-size-fits -all strategy will work for HENRYs. It's  an incredibly diverse segment,"
Ms. Danziger said. "But one of the common misconceptions about HENRY is that he or
she is young, which isn't the case.

HENRYs are eager to by luxury brand accessories and fashion

"Many more mature affluents are HENRYs by choice, having decided that a modest level
of affluent income is perfectly acceptable and gives them the lifestyle to which they
aspire.  I also see this trend among millennials on the road to affluence. 

"Many of that generation are willing to trade off earning extreme high levels of income to
allow for more time to enjoy themselves and pursue their interests.  Affluence doesn't
come by chance, and many Americans are content to maintain a HENRY level of
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income."

This demographic has a significant disposable income

While HENRYs do not spend as much as ultra-affluents on individual purchases, there are
many more HENRYs than ultra-affluents, and their combined numbers make them a
significant consumer base. Ultimately the total value of the HENRY market is about four
times larger than that of the ultra-affluent market.

Luxury brands typically focus their marketing on ultra-affluents, considering them the
ideal consumer. Changing emphasis to HENRYs, however, can give these brands access
to a much larger number of consumers who are eager to purchase their products.

HENRYs are able to purchase products purely for pleasure

Up and coming
Previous research has shown the benefits of using marketing strategies specifically
targeted to the HENRY demographic. To reach the now-powerful group of affluent
consumers on the lower-income end of the spectrum, marketers may want to become
more accessible via brand extensions or refocused campaigns, according to Unity
Marketing’s Annual State of the Luxury Market Report 2012.

The High-Earners-Not-Rich-Yet (HENRY) consumers returned to the United States
marketplace after an absence in 2010 and were expected to spend more on luxury
throughout 2012. While the luxury segment saw historically high consumer spending in
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2010, spending dropped in 2011, signaling a return to the norm (see story).

The HENRY market has a number of characteristics that differentiate it from the ultra-
affluent market. In today’s economy, luxury marketers should look more toward
psychographics than income demographics when trying to pinpoint a target audience,
according to a new study by Unity Marketing.

Consumers under the age of 45 spend enough to be one of the top two highest-spending
customer demographics, along with those earning $250,000 or more a year. Since
consumer willingness to spend is dictated more by age rather than income, marketers
need to make sure they are working to target a younger demographic, which has a high
growth potential (see story).

Focusing marketing strategies on the HENRYs will allow brands to forge personal
relationships with an increasingly important consumer base.

"HENRYs are the next mass-market for brands both up and down the pricing spectrum,"
Ms. Danziger said. "The fact that the middle-class has lost so much spending power, the
importance of HENRYs to mass brands is growing by leaps and bounds. 

"Luxury brands too are starting to recognize that HENRYs are an attractive market segment,
and not just for the spin off brands, extension brands or secondary lines," she said. "They
need to offer real and lasting value to the HENRYs who often can and are willing to trade
up, but only if the value is there.

"Luxury brands have to get back to what made them great in the first place, which is
exceptional quality, impeccable classic styling and goods that will last." 

Final Take

Kay Sorin, editorial assistant on Luxury Daily, New York
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